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‘Together We Achieve Our Best’ 

Re. Year 5’s ‘Welcome Back’ Letter and Overview of Learning – Summer 1 

 
Dear Parents / Carers, 

Dear Parents / Carers, 

We hope that each and every one of you enjoyed the Easter break and your child is enjoying the first 
week back at school. 

As we now move through the first half of the summer, we again have a wealth of new and exciting 
learning opportunities that we cannot wait to share with the children.  This term, our learning in many 
areas of the curriculum will focus on ‘Ancient Greece’ but a more detailed overview of the things that 
we will be learning about can be seen below. 

 
Curriculum Content 

English This half-term, we will begin by writing a diary entry based on our new class text ‘A 
Long Walk To Water’ which was written by Linda Sue Park. For this piece of writing, 
we will be focusing on using a range of emotive language whilst also covering skills 
such as personification and metaphors.  

Following this, we will continue to read ‘A Long Walk To Water’ and will be writing a 
story re-tell as part of a narrative focus.  

Throughout both of these pieces of writing, we will be looking at developing the 
accuracy of our punctuation and the effect that our vocabulary can have on the 
reader. We will also be continuing to focus on the editing process, carefully 
considering how we can edit our drafts to improve them.  

Maths This term, we will continue to develop our understanding of fractions.  
During this half term, we will be covering the following areas: 

• Comparing fractions 
• Adding and subtracting fractions 
• Multiplying fractions  

In our lessons, we will also continue to develop our understanding of reasoning and 
problem-solving questions. 
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Science This half term, we continue our learning all about the properties of materials and 
how they change. We are focusing particularly on the different types of states of 
matter, including which materials are soluble and insoluble, a range of separating 
processes and reversible and irreversible changes. During this unit of learning, 
Year 5 will complete many different investigations which will allow them to work 
scientifically, including testing which materials dissolve in water.  

Following this, we will begin to learn about living things in their habitats.  

History This half term in history, the children will be learning all about Ancient Greece. 
They will learn about when the civilisation existed and which other civilisations 
existed at the same time. In addition to this, Year 5 will learn about a range of Greek 
gods and will research the different powers each god was believed to have 
possessed. Furthermore, we will learn about how the Ancient Greek culture 
influenced aspects of modern life, such as sport, democracy and entertainment. 

Art During our design and technology lessons this half term, the children will be 
designing, creating and evaluating a Greek vase using papier mache. Building up to 
creating their Greek vase, the children will explore and investigate a choice of 
materials thinking about their strength and structure and whether they are suitable 
for their end outcome. They will also investigate the best methods to join their 
materials effectively.  

Computing This half-term, we will be learning all about computer programming, focusing 
particularly on programming selections in physical computing. In this unit, we will 
use physical computing to explore the concept of selection in programming through 
the use of the Crumble programming environment and microcontroller (Crumble 
controller) and learn how to connect and program components. 

Music During this half term in music, the children will be introduced to the song ‘Jin-Go-La-
Ba’ by Babatunde Olatunji, which originates from Nigeria and focuses strongly on 
the uses of the drums. The children will have opportunities to listen to the song, 
investigate whether they can repeat any sounds which they have heard and 
compare the song to other pieces of music.  

Languages This half term in French, Year 5 will be learning to read, write, listen and talk about 
a range of topics which include: 

• Talking about what hobbies they do and what hobbies others may do  
• Different places they would like to visit on holiday and what they could do 

when they are there 

 

Enjoyment for Reading 

As a class, we will be reading ‘The Boy At The Back Of The Class’ by Onjali Q. Raúf 
during our ‘Enjoyment for Reading’ sessions. This story is about a young refugee called 
Ahmet who has recently joined a new school. Three of his classmates are full of 
empathy and want to do anything they can to make Ahmet feel comfortable in his new 
environment. 
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 PE Lessons 

This half term, Year 5’s PE lessons will take place on a Friday afternoon. The focus of our learning will 
be athletics and inclusive sports.  During athletics, Year 5 will develop their running, jumping and 
throwing skills in order to refine their techniques in sports such as sprinting, long jump and javelin.  

On a Friday, children will therefore be required to come to school wearing their PE kit. Full details of 
the kit that they are expected to wear is detailed below, as per our uniform policy.  

Your child’s PE kit should only include the following items of clothing: a plain white cotton t-shirt or Milton 
Primary Academy PE shirt, plain black or navy shorts or jogging bottoms, a plain black or navy tracksuit 
top or jumper, and black or white socks. Branding, logos or other images should not be visible on any 
items of PE clothing.  

Please note that if your child does not have a plain black or navy tracksuit top or jumper to wear, they 
should wear their school jumper instead. This ensures that our P.E kit is accessible to all. 

Half-Termly Homework Projects 

In addition to weekly homework tasks which are set each Friday and should be returned the following 
Wednesday, your child should complete two of the half-termly projects listed below. These can be 
given in at any point during the half term.  

Of the activities listed below, children should complete one blue activity and one red activity.  

• Research one of the Greek Gods and write a fact file about them 
• Write a message to your teacher using the Greek alphabet 
• Write a diary entry as if you were a Greek God, describing your daily activities 
• Create a sketch of the Parthenon 
• Bake a traditional Ancient Greek biscuit Melomakarona (honey-spice cookies) 
• Create a collage of an ancient Greek vase 

Kind regards, 

Miss Thompson and Miss Gartside 

Year 5 Class Teachers 

 


